
MYANMAR TRADITIONAL DRESS

As a vital part of Myanmar civilization, Myanmar traditional dress plays an important role in the country's history &
culture. Here's what you need to know!.

Weaving is another traditional art form in the country, and those who are elite still wear the lun-taya acheik
cloth. Myanmar or Burmese women rarely make up even on special occasion. Pasose are the traditional pants
worn by men in Myanmar. Some suggestions for Myanmar tours:. On the other hand, women would put on
one blouse covering their shoulders and their feminine Longyi known as Htamein. Each ethnic minority in
Myanmar have their own textile traditions. Women wore floral head ornaments, uniquely decorated blouses,
felt footwear, and a htamein, which many women can still be seen wearing today. Visitors are more likely to
see locals dressed in a traditional wardrobe than modern clothing, even in the modern city of Yangon. These
skirts can be made for both formal affairs as well as everyday wear. Save to Wishlist. The "dresses" for men
are different in size, suitable any shapes of the body. They may create slits at the sides, front or back. The
actors in the Traditional Costumes It is discernible that Myanmar people are not euphuistic in the way of
dressing as well as that of lifestyle. These types of garments worn by Burmese people are often determined by
the histories of their country, climate, tradition, and even ethnic groups. The traditional costume for men is
called Longyi, which looks like a dress for women, often ideally combined with the shirt or traditional Taipon.
The type of clothes worn by people contributes to the history of their country, its climatic conditions,
traditions, and ethnic groups. And it is associated with all kinds of clothes, from T-shirts, shirts, jackets, to
vests. Myanmar National Costume for Male Myanmar national costume consists of two sets, one for men and
one for women. Some cylindrical skirts had a strip sewn to the top of the htamein to keep from folding it,
making it look neater and preventing it from wrinkling. The traditional costumes of Myanmar show a lot of
cultural and personal traits of this country, which is unique, different and sets a very strong impression in the
hearts of the tourists visiting Myanmar. The manipulation of wearing traditional costumes of Myanmar people
is very simple; therefore, they are easy to take in and take off those clothes when needed in everyday life.
Therefore, when tourists come to Myanmar, they will certainly have the feeling that this is a simple, closed
nation and the people are very sincere, friendly. However, there are different sizes so that it is suitable with
different shapes of the body. They rarely put on any makeup even in some important events. Myanmar is not
the only country where men are seen wearing something like this. Going to Myanmar, trying wearing their
traditional costume, talking to the people, I am sure that you will love them and have a good impression on
them. However, Myanmar traditional costumes are worn every day in daily life because they are a kind of
comfortable and brisk clothes, and very suitable for the hot weather of this country. Besides the traditional
costume, Myanmar people wear European clothes in many occasions and when they wear suits, they wear
shoes. When Myanmar People Wear Their National Costume People in many countries have traditional
clothes on special occasions whereas Myanmar wears their costumes every day. Longyi and Htamein â€” The
inspirations of Myanmar costumes Men and women are wearing Longyi and Htamein- source: internet Men
wear one shirt without a collar, which is also considered as the masculine longyi. A traditional Burmese
costume- source: internet Which occasions do people wear Burmese traditional dress? However, on special
occasions, people dress in European clothes with shoes. The top wear blouse runs at waist level.


